
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Theoretical Framework

1. Motivation

a. Nature of Motivation

One of the essential aspects in learning process is motivation,

having high motivation in learning activity will give positive effect

upon the students’ learning outcome. There are some related literatures

about motivation from the experts:

Pintrich in Arends and Kilcher has observed that the word

“motivation” comes from a Latin verb movere, referring to “what gets

an individual moving.”1 Richards in Madsa defined motivation as the

factor that determines a person’s desire to do something.2 Coffer in

Zalyana explained that motivation is the impulse, desire, will, reason,

aim that activates people to do something.3 It is related to Bruner in

Sprinthall that defined motivation as the conditions that predispose an

individual to learn.4

1Richard I. Arends and Ann Kilcher, Teaching for Student Learning: Becoming an
Accomplished Teacher (New York: Routledge, 2010), pp. 56-57, http://library.nu.com (accessed
September, 2011).

2Taksuriya Madsa, “Motivating Students’ Speaking Skill Through Simulation in English
for Specific Purposes,” Mae Fah Luang University International Conference, no.1, (2012), p. 2,
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:Rdco3iemOxkJ:mfuic2012.mfu.ac.th/elec
tronic_proceeding/Documents/00_PDF/O-SSH/O-SSH-
16_Taksuriya_Madsa.pdf+&cd=1&hl=id&ct=clnk (accessed April, 2013).

3Zalyana, Psikologi Pembelajaran Bahasa Arab (Pekanbaru: Al-Mujtahadah Press,
2010), p. 198.

4Norman A. Sprinthall and Richard C. Sprinthall, Education Psychology: A Development
Approach (Singapore: Mc. Graw-Hill, inc, 1990), p. 243.
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It means that motivation can make someone have practical reason

why he or she has to do something. Human, in contrast, can be

motivated in many different ways. There are numerous kinds of

human’s motives. Among the first that comes to mind is financial

rewards, desire for success, curiosity, and the need for approval.5

In more technical terms, Brown stated that motivation is the

extent to which you make choices about goals to pursue and the effort

you will devote to that pursuit.6 Then, Schunk said that motivation is

the process whereby goal-directed activity is instigated and sustained.7

Therefore, motivation is related to whether or not students have

opportunities to be autonomous and to make important acedmic

choices. Thus, being autonomous allows children to feel that they have

control over their own learning.

Most professionals infer the presence of motivation from the

behavioral indicators:8

1) Choice of task, or interest, when students have a choice, what they

choose to do indicates where their motivation lies. This is an

important indicator, students can demonstrate their interests by

what they do (or say that they do) in and out of school when they

have free time and can choose among activities.

5Michael J.A. Howe, Principlesof Abilitiesand Human Learning, (Hove: Psychology
press, 1998), p. 79.

6H. Douglas Brown, Teaching by Principles: An Interactive Approach to Language
Pedagogy (San Fransisco: Longman, 2000), p. 72, http://library.nu.com (accessed October, 2011).

7Dale H. Schunk, Paul R. Printrich and Judith L. Meece,Motivation in Education: Theory,
Research, and Applications (New Jersey: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2010), p. 4.

8Ibid., pp. 11-13.
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2) Effort, students motivated to learn are apt to expend effort to

succeed. Students motivated to learn are likely to expend greater

mental effort during instruction and employ cognitive strategies

they believe will promote learning.

3) Persistence, or time spent on a task, students motivated to learn are

more likely to persist, especially when they encounter obstacles.

Persistence is important because much learning takes time and

success may not readily occur.

4) Achievement, students who choose to engage in a task, expend

effort, and persist are likely to achieve at higher levels.

Motivation in language learning is the impulse that comes from

student’s self that cause the student has a strong will to learn a second

language. According to Ford in Alderman, Motivation is often

described as having three functions:9

1) Energizing or activating behavior. Motivation in this case as an

activator for all activity that is done.

2) Directing behavior. It decides the direction that wants to reach,

thus motivation can give the direction and activities that are

appropriate with the goal.

3) Regulating persistence of behavior, stimulate thoughtfulness. It

means deciding what acts that must do that are appropriate to reach

the goal by eliminating the acts that are not useful for that goal.

9M. Kay Alderman, Motivationfor Achievement: Possibilities for Teaching and Learning
(New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004), p. 18, http://library.nu.com (accessed, October
2011).
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It is obvious that motivation is factors and conditions that cause

person to begin an activity and pursue it with effort and persistence. It

is one of the internal factors that influences students’ learning. So, the

teacher has to appear the students’ motivation in learning especially in

English.

b. Types of Motivation

Based on the definitions of experts above, it can be concluded

that the types of motivation have been in individual to do something

whether it is from inside or outside for reaching self development.

There are two kinds of motivation why someone to do something, they

are intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation:

1) Intrinsic motivation refers to motivation to engage in an activity for

its own sake.10 It is satisfied by internal reinforces and are thus not

dependent on external goals. It means that intrinsic motivation is

the condition that comes from student’s self that can push him to

learn, it includes feeling happy and necessity toward learning.

2) Extrinsic motivation is motivation that is derived from external

incentive.11 It depends, instead, on needs that must be satisfied by

external reinforces. It means that extrinsic motivation is the

condition that comes outside of student that also can push him to

learn, it includes praises and prizes, rules, and rewards.

10Schunk, Printrich, and Meece, op. cit., p. 236.
11Madsa,op. cit., p. 3.
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Abraham Maslow in Brown claimed that intrinsic motivation is

clearly superior to extrinsic.12 It is related to Muhibbin Syah, he

explained that the motivation that more significance for student is

intrinsic motivation because it is more pure and eternal, and it does not

depend on urging or influence from others.13

So, there are two kinds of motivation, the first one comes from

student’s self and the other one comes from outside. Consequently, the

characteristic of motivation is abstract, so it does only be predicted

through behavior or action by someone.

c. Importance of Motivation

Motivation has the important role in teaching learning process,

because it can activates, guides, and maintains behavior over time.

Motivation is not only important in getting students to engage in

academic activities. It is also important in determining how much

students will learn from the activities they perform or the information

to which they are.14

There are some items included in the importance of motivation:15

1) Man became civilized from uncivilized man. It is only due to

motivation.

12Brown,op. cit., p. 76.
13Muhibbin Syah, Psikologi Pendidikan (Bandung: PT. Remaja Rosdakarya, 2011), p.

134.
14Robert E. Slavin, Educational Psychology: Theory and Practice, (Boston: Pearson

Education, Inc, 2006), p. 317.
15Dr. M.F. Patel and Praveen M. Jain, English Language Tecahing: Methods, Tools, &

Technique (Jaipur: Sunrises Publishers & Distributors, 2008), p. 41, http://library.nu.com(accessed
November, 2011).
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2) Motivation makes expected change in human. Human can adjust

himself with society. Motivation plays main role to encourage

people.

3) Motivation makes learning and teaching effective.

4) Motivation creates teaching atmosphere in class room.

5) Motivation makes students active and creative. They desire to do

something new.

6) Motivation creates interest for self studies in students. So, the

atmosphere of motivated situations could be created.

7) Motivation makes students identify themselves. Motivated students

can move their limitation by using their powers and ambitions.

8) Motivation inspires students to become active and regular in their

work and start their work. Motivation inspires students to prove

their goal and objectives.

Therefore, motivation is needed and very crucial for students.

Without motivation students cannot learn anything, and the goals of

learning are not achieved by them.

d. Applying Principles of Motivated Learning in Classroom

In the classroom teacher is asked to motivate the students in

learning. According to Schunk et al., there are 8 principles of

motivated learning that can be applied by teacher in the classroom.16

They are:

16Schunk, Printrich, and Meece, op. cit., pp. 150-151
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1) Make it clear that students are capable of learning the material

being taught.

2) Point out how the learning will be useful in students’ lives. It

means that link the subject matter being taught with material that

students understand.

3) Teach students learning strategies and show them how their

performances have improved as a result of strategy use.

4) Present content in ways students understand and tailor instructional

presentations to individual differences in learning.

5) Have students work toward learning goals.

6) Ensure that attributional feedback is credible.

7) Provide feedback on progress in learning and link rewards with

progress.

8) Use models that build self-efficacy and enhance motivation.

Through these principles, the teacher can create the situation that

can appear and increase the students’ motivation. Therefore, learning

process walks agree toward the goals.

2. Speaking

a. Nature of Speaking

Speaking is one of the four language skills that should be

mastered by the students. It is one of two kinds of productive skills.

Various definitions of speaking have been given by many theories.

Brown stated that speaking is a productive skill that can be directly and
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empirically observed.17 Another expert, Bygate in Nunan stated that

speaking is oral interaction where the participants need constantly to

negotiate the meaning, and generally manage the interaction terms of

who is to say what, to whom, when, and about what.18

Kayi has stated that speaking is processing of building and

sharing meaning using verbal and non-verbal in variety context.19 It

means that mastery of speaking ability will contribute useful

advantages for students, students can express themselves and learn

how to follow the social and culture roles in their environments. It

includes in collaborative exchange of thought and feeling between two

or more people.

Based on the definitions of speaking above, the writer can

summarize that speaking is the ability of the person to express his idea,

feeling, or something in his mind to others. Therefore, students have to

master the rules of speaking to make them easy to express their idea,

thought, and feeling.

b. Functions of Speaking

It is an important part of everyday interaction and most often the

first impression of a person is based on his or her ability to speak

17H. Douglas Brown, Language Assessment: Principles and Classroom Practices, (San
Fransisco: Addison Wesleylongman, inc,2000), p. 140

18David Nunan, Language Teaching Methodology: A Textbook for Teachers (Prentice
Hall international: London, 1991), p. 40.

19Hayriye Kayi, “Teaching Speaking: Activities to Promote Speaking in Second
Language,” The Internet TESL Journal, Vol. XII, No. 11, November 2006,
http://iteslj.org/Techniques/Kayi-TeachingSpeaking.html(accessed December, 2011).
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fluently and comprehensibly. Brown and Yule in Richards stated that

there are three functions of speaking, they are:20

1) Talk as Interaction

This refers to what we normally mean by “conversation” and

describes interaction which serves a primarily social function.

When people meet, they exchange greetings, engage in small talk

and chit chat, recount recent experiences, and so on because they

wish to be friendly and to establish a comfortable zone of

interaction with others. The focus is more on the speakers and how

they wish to present themselves to each other than on the message.

2) Talk as Transaction

This type of talk refers to situation where the focus is on what is

said or done. The message is the central focus here and making

oneself understand clearly and accurately, rather than the

participants and how they interact socially with each other. Burns

distinguishes between two different types of talk as transaction.

One is the situation where the focus is on giving and receiving

information and where the participant focuses primarily on what is

said or achieved, for example asking someone for the time.

Accuracy may not a priority as long as information is successfully

communicated or understood. The second type is transactions

20Jack C. Richards, “Developing Classroom Activities; From Theory to Practice”
Guidelines-Singapore-Periodical for Classroom Language Teachers Then Magazine for Teachers-,
Vol. 28, No. 2 (2006), pp. 2-5,
http://englishonline.tki.org.nz/layout/set/print/Media/Files/Developing-classroom-speaking-
activities-From-theory-to-practice (accessed April, 2013).
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which focus on obtaining goods or services, such as checking into

a hotel.

3) Talk as Performance

The third type of talk which can usefully be distinguished has been

called talk as performance. This refers to public talk, that is, talk

with transmits information before an audience such as morning

talks, public announcements, and speeches. Talk as performance

tends to be in the form of monologue rather than dialogue, often

follows a recognizable format, for example a speech of welcome,

and is closer to written language than conversational language.

Similarly it is often evaluated according to its effectiveness or

impact on the listener, something which is unlikely to happen with

talk as interaction or transaction.

Thus, students have to master speaking in order to get the goals

of speaking that describes in its functions. Likewise the teacher has to

carry the students with situation that can apply these functions of

speaking in the classroom.

c. Characteristics of Successful Speaking

According to Hughes, the purpose of teaching spoken language is

to develop student’s ability in interacting success of the language is

that English and involving comprehension as well as production.21

21Arthur Hughes, Testing for Language Teacher (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press: 2003), p. 113.
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Additionally, Ur stated that the following characteristics are common

in successful speaking tasks:22

1) Maximum foreign talk

One common problem in speaking activities is that students often

produce one or two simple utterances in the foreign language and

spend the rest of the time chatting in their native language. Another

common problem is that the teacher talks too much of the time. In

successful speaking tasks, the students talk a lot in the foreign

language. As much as possible of the period of time allocated to

the activity is in fact occupied by learner talk.

2) Even participation

Whether the task takes place among the whole class or in small

groups, a successful task should encourage speaking from as many

different students as possible. The task should be designed in a way

so that the outspoken students do not dominate discussions, all get

a chance to speak, and contributions are fairly evenly distributed.

3) High motivation

Students are eager to speak, when the topic is interesting or there is

a clear objective that must be reached. Again great care should be

taken to make sure the task is in line with the students’ ability to

deal with the task. If the task is too easy, the students may think it

is childish and thus lose interest.

22Penny Ur, A Course in Language Learning: Practice and Theory (Cambridge :
Cambridge UniversityPress, 1996), p. 120.
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4) Right language level

The task must be designed so that students can complete the task

successfully with the language that they have. Students can express

themselves in utterances that are relevant, easily, comprehensible

to each other, and of an acceptable level of language accuracy. If

the students lack too much vocabulary the task will become

frustrating and the students are likely to give up or revert back to

the native language.

One of the characteristics of successful speaking is having high

motivation. So, it can be seen that motivation is very crucial in

speaking English. Therefore, the students must have high motivation in

speaking in order to get the success and reach the goals of speaking.

3. Strip Story

a. Nature of Strip Story

Using Strip Story for oral communication was first proposed by

Robert E. Gibson, and he named it the “Strip Story”.23 Strip-story is a

variation of jigsaw technique in which each student is given one

sentence of a story at random, and then the sentences must be re-

arranged to form a story through verbal interaction.24 According to

23Lee Gek Ling et al., eds., Teaching English to Students from China (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 2003), p. 108, http://books.google.co.id (accessed April, 2013)

24Fanny Septya Christy, “Abstrak: Using Strip-Story to Improve Eight Graders’ Speaking
Ability,” 2008, http://karya-ilmiah.um.ac.id/index.php/sastra-inggris/article/view/719 (acessed
January, 2013).
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Nation in Te Reo Māori, it is a story divided into strips that put back

together by a group.25

Furthermore, a Strip Story is a story which has been separated

into smaller segments from beginning to end. These story segments do

not have to contain much or any text at all. The whole story is handed

to the learners in a scrambled order by cutting it into strips of paper.26

This activity engages the students to the fullest. They manage in the

end, to collaborate to arrange the story in a good order.

In Strip Story the teacher chooses the story that has roughly as

many sentences as there are learners in the group. The story should be

one that the learners have not met before. It should contain known

vocabulary and sentences patterns. Each learner is given a different

sentence from the story to memorize. This technique allows the

learners to communicate in the foreign language with each other to

solve the problem. The solving of the problem is less important than

the communication that needs to take place in order to solve the

problem.27

25http://tereomaori.tki.org.nz/Teacher-tools/Te-Whakaipurangi-Rauemi/Examples-of-
second-language-learning-tasks/Combining-tasks/Strip-stories-Nation-1989-1995 (acessed April,
2013)

26Christopher La Cross, “Group Activities: Strip Stories Part1,” Language Teacher’s
Toolbox (2010), http://lteacherstoolbox.blogspot.com/2010/07/group-activities-strip-stories.html
(acessed February, 2013)

27I.S.P. Nation and Jonathan Newton, Teaching ESL/EFL Listening and Speaking (New
York: Routledge, 2009) , p. 106, http://library.nu.com (accessed November 2011)
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The Strip Story has several applications and variations in

language teaching. There are numerous formats in which one could

present a Strip Story, for example:28

1) A story which has been separated into either individual sentences

or groups of shorter sentences

2) A story with pictures and limited text

3) A story consisting purely of pictures (comic style)

4) An audio text with several short tracks

5) A video which has been cut into its individual scenes

b. Steps of Strip Story

Strip Story consists of some activities that are done in the class.

In applying Strip Story technique, the teacher has some steps to do.

According to Klippel, the steps of Strip Story are:29 First, each student

receives a strip of paper with one sentence on it. Second, the teacher

bravely explains the task: “All the sentences you have learnt make up

the story. Work out the correct sequence without writing anything

down”. Third, the students present the sequence they have arrived at.

Then, Gibson in Nation decided the steps of Strip Story in four

items:30 First, the teacher writes each sentence from the story on

different pieces of paper. Second, each learner is given a different

sentence from the story to memorize. Third, after each learner has

28La Cross, loc. cit.
29Friederike Klippel, Keep Talking: Communicative fluency activities for language

teaching (New York: Cambridge University Press 1984), p. 47.
30Nation and Newton, loc. cit.
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memorised their sentence, the pieces of paper with the sentences on

them are collected by the teacher. Finally, each learner tells their

sentence to the others in the group learners arrange themselves to solve

the problem of putting the sentences in the right order to tell the story.

While Carmel et al. explained more about the steps of Strip

Story, they are: “find or write a story with a simple plot, divide the

story into the same number of parts as there are students, write each

sentence on a new line and cut the story into strips, one sentence in one

strip, give each student one strip, the students memorize their

sentences and must not show their sentence to the other students, then

they give back their strips to the teacher, as a group they must

reconstruct the story with a little intervention from the teacher as

possible, when they have organized themselves into the correct order,

each student in turn repeats his/her part of the story to form the whole

story.”31

From three steps above, it can be concluded that there are six

steps of Strip Story technique, they are:

1) The teacher writes each sentence from the story on different pieces

of paper.

2) Each student receives a strip of paper with one sentence on it then

memorize.

31Joanna Carmel, Doris Anderson, and Gaye Duncan, Ninety Six Games for Beginners in
ESL (Melbourne: Curriculum Press, 1994), p. 39, http://books.google.co.id (accessed April, 2013).
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3) The pieces of paper with the sentences on them are collected by the

teacher.

4) The teacher bravely explains the task: “All the sentences you have

learnt make up the story.

5) Each learner tells their sentence to the others in the group, the

learners arrange themselves to solve the problem of putting the

sentences in the right order.

6) Finally, the students present the sequence they have arrived at.

c. Advantages of Strip Story

There are some advantages of strip story that can be seen from

the definition and steps of the activity:

1) Strip story presents opportunities for practice in oral speech.

2) This activity activates the students' schemata,32 because whole

story is handed to the learners by arranged the right order.

3) Improve students’ memorization.

4) It can test students’ puzzle solving skills,33 because each group has

their materials that have to reconstruct story in the correct

sequence.

5) Students develop trust, receive and share responsibility one

another.

32Fatenromdhani, comment on “Reflections, hopes, and experiences of a Teacher: Strip
Story Activity,” Fatenromdhani Blog, comment posted October 28, 2012,
http://tesolconvention2012.blogspot.com/2012/10/strip-story-activity.html (accessed January,
2013).

33La Cross, loc. cit.
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6) It helps students to improve their speaking ability through a

comfortable way of mastering English.34

It can be concluded that the Strip Story is one of the techniques

in speaking that benefits students. It not only gives students

opportunities to speak English but also gives the comfortable way in

mastering English. So, the students’ motivation can increase by doing

the Strip Story technique.

4. Relationship Between Strip Story and Motivation in Speaking

Strip Story is highly motivating for students. It will break the apathy

of students who view the language as irrelevant and boring. This activity

offers to both the learners and their teacher great moments of joy,

engagement and learning.35 According to Faten Rhomdani, Strip story is

classroom activity that is very motivating to a great degree.36

Mohleen Chew in Lee Gek Ling et al. said that another of his

intentions in using the oral strip story exercise was to provide in occasion

for students to be themselves and to use English joyfully in a relaxed and

pleasant atmosphere under minimal instructor’s intervention.37 Then the

result of his research explained that students thought the strip story task an

interesting activity for improving communication and language skill in

English.

34Fanny, loc. cit.
35Fatenromdhani, loc. cit.
36Ibid.
37Lee et al., eds., op. cit. p. 117.
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As total experience, the oral strip story as good game for students to

participate in, because it makes students improve in almost every aspect of

English language skills more or less. Since it is a more lively form than

other exercises, students are more willing to participate in, and this activity

should be given out at last once.38 Based on the statements from the

experts above, the writer concludes that Strip Story can improve students’

motivation in speaking English.

B. Relevant Research

This research has relevance with other researches. A research was

conducted by Fanny Septya Christyin39 entitled Using Strip-story to Improve

Eight Graders' Speaking Ability, it was found out that after being treated with

the strip-story strategy the teaching and learning process became much better.

It also brought good impact on increasing the learning process and they could

work as a group. The result on language function showed that in the strip-

story activity they spoke with occasional hesitation, used adequate vocabulary,

used comprehensible pronunciation, and used complex sentence in asking and

responding. Most of the students started to speak more bravely and without

feeling shy anymore. To conclude, the strategy of strip-story applied in her

study has succeded in solving the students' problem in improving students'

speaking ability.

38Ibid., p. 118
39Fanny, loc. cit.
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Nopita Lia Sari,40 conducted the classroom action research entitled

Improving Students’ Speaking Ability by Using Picture Strip Story Technique

at SMPN 1 Jenangan Ponorogo, the result of her research showed the

development of students in speaking class. She concluded that teaching

speaking by using picture strip story technique helped students in improving

their speaking ability. The use of picture strip story technique regularly helped

the students improve their speaking ability better.

Then, the research of using Strip Story that belongs to Mohleen Chew in

Lee et al. it was found that many of students said that they enjoyed using the

English language that would be highly motivated to do the task and would

have performed well in the use of the target language. Students thought the

strip story task an interesting activity for improving communication and

language skill in English.41

From three relevant researches above, it can be seen that Strip Story can

influence motivation of students especially in speaking English. Based on the

reason, the writer conducted a research entitled “The Effect of Using Strip

Story toward motivation in Speaking English of the Second Grade Students at

Junior High School 20 Pekanbaru” because it has never investigated by any

previous researchers.

40Nopita Lia Sari, “Abstrak: Improving Students’ Speaking Ability by Using Picture Strip
Story Technique At SMPN 1 Jenangan Ponorogo,” 2011, http://www.library-stainponorogo.net
(acessed January, 2013).

41Lee et al., eds., op. cit., p. 117.
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C. Operational Concept

The operational concept is necessary to clarify briefly the variables

used in this research. There were two variables of this research, independent

or X variable in this research is Strip Story, and dependent or Y variable in

this research is the motivation of students in speaking English. The following

are both of the indicators:

1. The indicators of Strip Story (variable X) :

a. Teacher finds or writes a story

b. Teacher writes each sentence on a new line and cut the story into

strips, one sentence in one strip

c. Teacher gives each student one strip

d. Teacher gives students a minute or two to memorize their sentences

e. Teacher asks students to give back their strips to the teacher

f. Teacher asks group to reconstruct the story

g. Teacher asks students to repeat the whole story orally

2. The indicators of motivation of students in speaking English (variable Y) :

a. The students are interested in doing the tasks

b. The students have good participation and high effort in speaking

activities

c. The students are active in learning process

d. The students are diligent and working for a longer time in challenging

the tasks

e. The students are very aware of the goals in learning English
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D. Assumption and Hypotheses

1. Assumption

In accordance with the explanation of theoretical framework, the

writer made an assumption that learning speaking by using Strip Story at

the second grade of Junior High School 20 Pekanbaru can increase the

motivation of students in speaking English.

2. Hypotheses

The hypotheses are:

a. The Null Hypotheses (Ho)

There is no significant difference between the motivation of students in

speaking English after using Strip Story and the motivation of students

in speaking English before using Strip Story of the second grade at

Junior High School 20 Pekanbaru.

b. The Alternative Hypotheses (Ha)

There is a significant difference between the motivation of students in

speaking English after using Strip Story and the motivation of students

in speaking English before using Strip Story of the second grade at

Junior High School 20 Pekanbaru.


